IMPORTANT NOTICE FOR ICITSS/AICITSS COURSE
1. Students who are coming through CPT route and have registered for IPCC course
are eligible for ICITSS course.
We gave notice in www.eirc-icai.org stating that the students should plan to
undergo the courses ICITSS/ OC (students are advised to plan their tuitions and
college exams accordingly) so that they do not coincide with each other. Students
are also informed to plan the courses otherwise their joining of article ship by
one term will be delayed. (Notice regarding the same is also given in our office
notice board).
Direct entry students are also advised to plan their ICITSS/OC course, tuitions and
college exams accordingly so that courses do not coincide with each other.
2. Those students have registered for final course and undergoing Practical training
shall be required to do AICITSS during the last 2 years of Practical training but to
complete the same before being eligible to appear in the Final Examination. The
students should plan to undergo the courses AICITSS/ MCS (students are advised
to plan their tuitions and college exams accordingly) so that they do not coincide
with each other. Students are also informed to plan the courses otherwise they
won’t be able to appear in final exam (notice regarding the same is also given in
our office notice board).
3. All students (ICITSS/AICITSS) are advised to follow the websites frequently
because if any student cancels the seat it will be reflected in the portal.

4. We also advice our student (ICITSS/AICITSS) to generate a waitlist no before
batch launch date in our online portal. Waitlist no generated on the day of
registration will not be valid for the batch. Once the wait list no used it cannot be
used further. Used wait list no must be cancelled from our ITT Department
(Kolkata) then only student can generate another wait list no.
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